Active Lifters

Client still active, able to stand and weight bear

Raiser

Turner Pro
Etac Turner PRO is a turn aid with a functional design that offers
support for safe patient turning in standing.

The ergonomic platform for a safe assisted sit-to-stand and small
distance transfer.

Electric

Quick Raiser 205
An ergonomic sit to stand hoist with outstanding lifting capacity

The Quick Raiser 205 mimics the natural pattern of sit to stand.
It has an electrically adjustable leg base and an outstanding lifting capacity of 205 kg.
The unique wheel position, angled push bar and the extraordinary weight distribution of the base
provides a small turning radius and easy manoeuverability even in very narrow spaces.

Many grip possibilities for
both carer and user.
The orange handle provides a
strong, high contrasting colour
which can help users with
impaired vision or dementia.

Multiple grip possibilities
offer both the user and carer
a comfortable grip.

Attachment point
for accessories.

The slanting column lifts
the user up and forwards
to imitate a natural
movement pattern.
Active 4 point lifting arm
provides extra support and
comfort when lifting

One-hand grip adjustable
leg support.
Soft padding support.
Soft comfortable and
adjustable knee pads.

Soft and comfortable angled leg
support, provides lateral support. Easy
to adjust to whatever height is needed.

Central brake mechanism
activated by one foot on
either side, will lock both
brakes.

Low step in height.
With non-slip surface
for ease of use.

Curved for toilet

Very low 7.5cm leg height
Fits under most beds
and chairs. While the
electrically adjustable legs
enables accessibility around
toilets, lift-out chairs and
wheelchairs

Product Code: XM16090202
7.5cm

Molift Raiser is stable and easy to manoeuvre. It is ideal in confined spaces and for
short transfers, such as between beds, wheelchairs/shower chairs and in toilets.
Functional cast aluminum base plate with integrated
anti slip function is easy to turn on different flooring
materials including carpets.

Raiser Strap provides extra safety and
support around the back or hips when
standing up.

max
110cm

min
21cm

Product Code: XM29000
Internal width

S/M: XM82508 L/XL: XM82509

Encourages natural standing with anterior support and carer assisted turning.
The only adjustment necessary is the height of the leg support and the handle.
The transfer can then be performed safely whilst the caregiver and user maintain
eye contact and communication.
The small footplate makes it the perfect choice of transfer aid when transferring
in tight spaces.
Etac Turner PRO is easy to transport at only 7.5 kg.
Product Code: XM16090106

Sliding sleeve for Raiser Strap
When users need help to stand up or sit
down with control, this can be done by
one or two carers.
Code: XM82537

Raiser Belt
Raiser Belt can be positioned level with the
buttocks or around the waist, to assist with
transfer by providing extra support and
comfort. S/M: XM82964 L/XL: XM82965
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RgoSling Active
The Active Lifting Arm (4-point sling bar)
and the RgoSling Active provides extra
support when hoisting from sit to stand.
Provides a natural position users prefer.
Small Code: XM1720920
Medium Code: XM1720930
Large Code: XM1720940
X Large Code: XM1720950

